
TRENDSETTER   YARNS
“TUNISIAN CROCHET SAMPLER”

Scarf, Wrap or Throw

 As a child I was taught how to do the Afghan Stitch which is a variation of the current Tunisian Crochet. 
We would use a basic washable wool or acrylic and make strips. We would sew them together and then embroider 
a design on top. Today we create wearable art using the new Tunisian Crochet style of crochet and we have a blast 
playing with yarns and textures and colors.

 To create your very own design, I suggest that you select 6-8-10 different yarns. 1 ball of each will make a 
scarf or wrap. Two of each will make a Throw. Make sure that the yarns are about the same thicknesses or fi nd a 
thin silk/mohair to blend with things to thicken them up. We will be using a large hand carved crochet hook and 
the look will be loose, simple, easy and fun.

 Get your yarns and lets get started. It is easy and fun and you just need to sit back, relax and play.

STEP 1:  With fi rst yarn, make a stitch and put on hook. Make a chain, loosely but evenly to the desired length. We 
suggest 60” single length or 100sts for double length for scarf. 64” for wrap 60/70sts  and 48” for throw. +/-90sts.

STEP 2: To create Tunisian, you will be picking up stitches on one row. Normally you would go into the “v” part of 
the front of each stitch. For this class, we will turn the chain over and work with the backside of each V. There is 
a horizontal stitch that runs through the backside of each V. Skip fi rst stitch and put hook under this stitch, wrap 
yarn around hook and pick up a stitch. Repeat this across the row picking up one stitch for each chain. Count the 
number of stitches and mark that number:___________sts.

STEP 3: The next step is to work the return row which will draw the yarn back through what is on the hook. 
This is your opportunity to change fi bers or work each of your yarns in multiple rows of the same yarn. Wrap the 
yarn over the mouth of the hook and pull through one stitch. *Wrap yarn around the mouth of the hook and pull 
through 2 stitches*. Repeat from *to* across the row to the end. Make sure end stitch is tight and fi rm.



STEP 4:  Now that the fi rst repeat is done, you must prepare for your next row which means you  must pick up 
stitches. To do this,  place the mouth of the hook under the vertical bar that is present on the front of each stitch. 
Put hook under fi rst bar, wrap yarn around mouth and pick up fi rst stitch. Repeat for every stitch across the row. 
At the end of the row, make sure to pick up  vertical bar of front and back to close any gap as shown below. Count 
number of stitches to make sure the same number are on the hook as before.

At the end of the row, repeat Step #3 to come back. You will keep repeating Rows 3 and 4 until the very end of de-
sired length. Play with colors. Play with fi bers. 

(A) You can change yarns as an ABC by working one direction with A, Joining B and coming back. Join C and set 
up the next row. All three are attached and you can simply alternate between them.

(B) You can work 4 rows of each yarn and then change yarns.

(C) You can work each yarn until you run out and then join another yarn.

(D) You can work as far as you want and pull yarn from bag and change freely leaving tails as part of the design 
for a true free from Tunisian piece.

 Continue as you choose until desired length. Work the next section to fi nish off.

Make sure that you are ready for Step 4 row or set up row. Put crochet hook under Vertical Bar, wrap yarn around 
hook and slip through stitch on hook to create a bind off or fi nish stitch. Repeat this across the top making sure to 
keep tension even so top does not gather. Remember to catch the complete front and back of vertical at end of row 
and wrap yarn over mouth and pull through.


